
MorrisonMorrison
Definitive Design. Enduring Value. When your office calls for architectural elegance, from private offices to collaborative 
areas, and from conference room to reception desk, Morrison is the definitive panel system for your entire facility. 

Privacy and Access Panels, doors and windows 
create various levels of privacy within an open 
plan. An integrated raceway distributes power 
and data with options for desk-height access.

Morrison Network This freestanding, powered 
desk system provides private office, open-plan 
and dynamic teamwork areas. Desks connect 
seamlessly to panels, forming groups, separate 
departments or corridors.

A Perfect Fit Morrison integrates with the 
Currents® service wall for unmatched cable 
capacity and ease of access. Morrison panels 
connect to the spine at any point to enclose 
tables, desks or existing Morrison workstations.
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Knoll Systems

Morrison and Sustainable Design

Design continuity and a proven track record have made 

Morrison the choice of companies and organizations that 

value sustainability.

1. Morrison metal storage components are always powder coated and fronts are available in powder on wood finishes. Powder coating is 99 
percent VOC-free and has a resin usage rate of up to 95 percent. 

2. Morrison workstation panel frames are made from 15–25 percent recycled steel and are available in numerous 100 percent recycled-content 
fabrics from KnollTextiles using an upholstery process where no adhesives are necessary.

3. Morrison laminate worksurfaces are manufactured with greater than 40 percent recycled materials. Worksurfaces are made from 100 percent 
recycled particle board. Adhesives used to bond surface materials to worksurface cores are water-based and 99 percent VOC-free.

 Morrison Techgrain™ veneers are based on a reconstituted veneer made from wood grown in well-managed forests, providing substantially 
greater yield than natural wood veneers. Techgrain worksurfaces are finished with a UV-cured coating which is virtually VOC-free. 
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Commitment

The Morrison system is manufactured using clean technologies, including 

water-based and virtually VOC-free adhesives, and powder coating on 

metal and wood substrates. Worksurfaces are 93 percent recycled 

content particle board and panels contain 15–25 percent recycled steel 

and are available with numerous 100 percent recycled-content fabrics.

Innovation

Morrison established a standard of design continuity by which new product 

enhancements integrate with existing furniture, and components are easily 

refurbished for a second life. The Knoll East Greenville, PA, plant pioneered 

the reduced VOC technology of powder coating on wood and earned the 

LEED® Gold certification for Existing Buildings for its Lubin building.

Partnership

Knoll partners with third-party certification organizations that measure our 

sustainability practices. GREENGUARD™-certified for indoor and outdoor 

air quality, and available with 100 percent recycled-content fabrics and 

FSC-certified materials, Morrison meets or exceeds the standards set by 

the U.S. Green Building Council and can contribute to LEED® certification 

for Existing Buildings, Commercial Interiors and New Construction.

Powerful Simplicity

Morrison delivers efficiency and comfort, creating work environments that adapt and grow. Consistent 

logic and versatility ensure that Morrison product enhancements build on existing components — leveraging 

the value of your investment.

Modern Geometry
A horizon of 48"-high Morrison panels offers powerful spatial simplicity. Panels in Metaphor, Iron and Optical White with trim in Silver paint; worksurfaces in Medium 
Brown Mahogany Techgrain™; Morrison and Calibre® lateral files; Morrison mobile pedestals and upmounted flat-front Reuter overhead storage in Silver paint.
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Definitive Design. Enduring Value.

For organizations seeking a definitive architectural vocabulary and an office 

system with proven performance, Morrison defines the workplace with a 

contemporary, unified aesthetic. 
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Refined, Clean Surfaces 
64”-high Morrison panels in Reflect, Titanium panel fabric; worksurfaces in Snow laminate; Reuter overheads in 
custom Red; and storage towers and painted components in Medium Metallic Tan create a pleasing composition of 
rectilinear lines and sculptural forms. Life™ chair in Grain BSF with Spinneybeck® Volo, Black leather back and seat 
topper; CHIP™ side chairs; Interaction™ table; Visor® chair; and mobile pedestal with cushion in Suburban, Red. 
Desk supports and screens, lower right, replace panels in freestanding applications.

Unified Design and Functional Elegance

Morrison unites planning intelligence and refined design to create well-integrated, 

high-performance workplaces. Morrison flexibility recognizes the differences among 

work styles, creating virtually any type of workspace from a simple vocabulary of 

universal components.

The ultimate system for the entire facility, Morrison is both an advanced panel-

based system for open plan workstations and a freestanding desk system for 

private offices and team workspaces.



Workspace Composition
A low horizon of 42"-high panels, organic-shaped worksurfaces, Act II keyboard supports, Compact Copeland Lights in black and Calibre 
mobile pedestals with cushion in Century, Fudge, right, create efficient and ergonomic 120º workstations. Calibre 3/10/10 files and tower, 
left, in Soft Grey, maximize storage efficiency.

Collaboration and Comfort

Morrison defines the interior landscape with a crisp, clean palette of fabrics, veneers and 

painted finishes.

Each Morrison component is carefully detailed for a wide range of applications, ideally suited 

for a graceful transition from open plan workstations to private offices to collaborative areas. 
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120º Planning Intelligence
Morrison 42"-high panels in Relay, Raven with Jet Black trim, worksurfaces in Bright White laminate; Calibre pedestels Soft Grey define the 
120º workplace. Essentials Tech Work Chair in Black back with Empire Stripe, Waldorf seat cover upholstery; Essentials Tech side chair in 
Black with Ultrasuede®, Sky seat cover upholstery; Compact Copeland Light in black; D’Urso table.
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Freestanding Logic

Morrison Network is a freestanding, powered desk system that creates 

private office, open-plan and dynamic teamwork areas.

Morrison Network is engineered to embrace change, with universal work-

surface and storage components, including Reuter overheads, that can be 

used interchangeably with panels and freestanding furniture.

Powerful Integration
A horizon of 49"-high Morrison Network screens in Hard Rock, Patina with worksurfaces and storage in Folkstone 
Grey form freestanding work areas. Morrison Network stanchions, right, support Reuter overheads and offer power 
and data integration. Chadwick chair in Green; Propeller table in Natural Cherry laminate; Standard Copeland Light 
in silver; Bertoia side chair with seat pads in Vibe, Envy.



A Perfect Fit
48"-high Currents® service wall and Morrison panels in Progression Striae, Daylight with trim and storage 
components in White paint; worksurfaces in Light Grey laminate. Adjustable Upstart® screen, above left, 
creates a more open environment. Soho chairs in Una, Steel. 

Unmatched Technology Support

Morrison integrates with the Currents® service wall for unmatched cable 

capacity and ease of access, offering unlimited lay-in cable distribution 

anywhere on the face of the wall structure. Morrison panels and 

components connect to the service wall at any point, on- or off-module; 

cables are instantly accessible behind removable covers.
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Power Access and Data Capabilities

Above or below the work surface, Morrison meets your essential power and 

data requirements.

Knoll pioneered 2+2, the office system raceway with the right balance of 

convenience that offers four 20-amp circuits of protected power for computer 

intensive offices.

Now Morrison offers two powerful alternatives to 2+2:

3+3 delivers six circuits from a single power supply: three convenience 

circuits and three separate, protected circuits — enough power for 60 or more 

duplex outlets.

4•4•2 is a four-circuit, 10 -wire system for special applications requiring an 

independent neutral for each circuit.

Ported Panel
When you need worksurface-height access to power and data, the Morrison ported panel, top, provides a 
simple solution.

Distribution Requirements 
In addition to the standard base raceway, which maintains the safety and integrity of data, the vertical raceway, bottom 
left, enables you to position power and data ports above and below the worksurface.

The Morrison desktop power monument, bottom right, provides yet another choice  for creating above-the-
worksurface power and data solutions. A simple, add-on mon ument, or a structural stanchion capable of supporting 
overheads, it mounts in panel stations, as well as accommodates fully freestanding Morrison Network™ desks.
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